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UNO HD CP PLUS - The plus for more simplicity 

New SC 08 mixing clear turns UNO HP CP into UNO HD CP PLUS 

R-M’s long-proven topcoat line for refinishing direct-gloss and solid colors, UNO HD 

CP, has added a suffix to its name. It is now called UNO HD CP PLUS. So what does the 

“plus” stand for? For even easier mixing processes and improved product properties. 

With SC 08, a high-performance mixing clear has been developed that replaces the 

combination of SC 07 and SC 17. 

Everything is even easier now: Instead of two mixing clears, now only one mixing clear is 

needed: SC 08. R-M’s new topcoat, UNO HD CP PLUS, like R-M’s new clearcoats, are now 

mixed in an easy 300:100:100 ratio. In addition, for the VOC-compatible UNO HD CP PLUS 

paint line, exactly the same hardeners (H 2550/ H 2500/ H 2520) and thinners (R 2100/ R 

2200/ R 2300) were used as for all other clearcoats in R-M’s new generation. This saves 

working time and helps improve the organization of your bodyshop. 

Select R-M customers have already tried out the new SC 08 mixing clear. In a blind test, 

customers compared the new innovative product with its proven predecessor. In the end, they 

were absolutely convinced of the results of SC 08 in the comparison test. The newly developed 

SC 08 mixing clear not only simplifies mixing processes; it offers other benefits as well. For 

instance, the topcoat's properties during application have been significantly improved, 

especially regarding the applicability and overspray absorption. 

Perfect surfaces, higher gloss 

The topcoat's performance has also been improved with respect to drying, flow and gloss. With 

the SC 08 mixing clear, the topcoat dries harder, which renders surfaces completely smooth 

and highly glossy.  



 
 

 

The performance of the previous versions, SC 07 and SC 17, has thus not only been replaced, 

but with SC 08 was in fact surpassed. In the end, you have absolutely perfect refinishing 

results. 

The formulas with SC 08 mixing clear will be available in the R-M Color Explorer under UNO 

HD CP PLUS starting in September. The mixing formulas in the UNO HD CP line, which use 

SC 07 and SC 17, will still be available in the database, however. 

R-M Automotive Refinish Paints: an important part of BASF`s Coatings Division 

Under the R-M brand, BASF markets a comprehensive range of automotive refinishing paint systems, 

focusing on eco-efficient waterborne basecoats and high-solids paints. By using these systems all legal 

solvent-reduction requirements can be complied with anywhere in the world, and with regard to 

appearance and resistance, the products meet the same quality standards as solvent-borne paints. In 

this area, the company offers a wide variety of services to support its customers. R-M Automotive 

Refinish Paints is approved by most of the leading car manufacturers for aftermarket repair and chosen 

by the world's most prestigious car companies for its color expertise. 

R-M Automotive Paints - Clermont de l’Oise (France)  
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